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1 Introduction 

ASX is applying an updated release to ASX 24 NTP, NTP Service Release 1, to enhance functionality and 
address issues reported by customers.  

The expected production deployment for this release is November 2017. 

These release notes provide information on New Trading Platform functionality included in Service Release 
1 (SR1), which was deployed into the Customer Development Environment Plus (CDE Plus) on 24 July 2017. 

The CDE Plus environment is a designated environment for SR1 and any future incoming platform releases 
prior to production deployment. The CDE environment will continue to remain in line with the current 
production release of NTP. Both environments will run concurrently with differing software releases.  

Customers are expected to connect to the CDE Plus environment to test these changes with their software 
application in full prior to the go-live.  

For details of how to access CDE Plus please contact your Business Development Manager or Technical 
Account Manager. 

The full document suite has been updated to reflect any changes to behaviour and functionality and can be 
found in the Service Release section of technical library on the NTP website  

Please note that all existing documentation relating to the current release will remain unchanged, the SR1 
related documentation will be listed under the Service release 1 section with each document suffixed with 
SR1. Once SR1 has been deployed, the SR1 documentation will replace the current documentation. 

Any questions should be directed to CTS@asx.com.au, your Technical Account Manager or Business 
Development Manager. 

 

 

http://www.asx.com.au/services/ntp/document-library.htm
mailto:CTS@asx.com.au
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2 Summary of functional changes 

The list below provides an overview of the functional changes to ASX 24 NTP to be applied in the service 
release. A detailed description of changes grouped by area is provided in section 3. 

Item Description 

Matching functionality  

Interactive Packs & Bundles Implied pricing will be enabled to provide liquidity from the 
underlying Bank Bill futures.  

Fixed leg UDCs now ratio 
independent 

When there is a fixed leg in a user-defined strategy, order pricing no 
longer takes into account the leg ratios, which is a similar concept to 
Inter-Commodity spreads.  

Risk management 

Limits at contract expiry level  Selected products such as the 90 Day Bank Bill Futures can have 
limits set at the future level in addition to the product level allowing 
customers to limit exposure to the futures curve and manage basis 
risk. CDE+ will have this functionality available for AP, IR, XT and YT 
Futures.  

More granular Trading 
Protection Limits 

Trading Protection Limits can be applied to prevent customers 
trading in product sub-categories e.g. SPI options or Energy Strip 
Options.  

Auction Indicative Equilibrium 
Price added to Trading 
Protection Limit validation rules  

TPL reference price will more accurately reflect market pricing 
making TPL a more effective mechanism during the auction period.  

FIX Order Entry  

Enhanced failure and recovery 
for co-located customers 

There will be an additional FIX order entry gateway available in the 
ALC able to be brought into operation in the event of the primary FIX 
order entry gateway being unavailable.    

Further information in the FIX OE Failure and Recovery Guide. 

Other  Outstanding issues have been addressed and are detailed within this 
document. 

Admin and Risk Terminal (ART) 

Functionality for Clearers  Clearing Participants will have access to Pre-Trade Risk Limit setting 
on behalf of Trading Participants as well as kill switch functionality via 
a dedicated Clearing ART user ID.  

Export/import limits Accounts and product limits can be exported into a file format that 
can be updated and imported, bringing efficiencies to front office 
support teams.  

Export users User data can be exported into a csv file.  

Other  Outstanding issues have been addressed and are detailed within this 
document. 

ASX Trading Terminal (ATT)  

Cancel only user A user can be created with no trading rights, but with the ability to 
view and cancel orders.  
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Item Description 

Mass order cancellation filters Additional filters available under mass order cancelation 

View orders by clearing account Users will be able to view and filter for their orders by clearing 
account in the My Orders window so they can monitor behaviour and 
quickly cancel orders for a certain account.   

Watchlist improvements Users will have additional dynamic-style watchlists that automatically 
populate contracts based on user-specified criteria.  

Other  Outstanding issues have been addressed and are detailed within this 
document. 

FIX Drop Copy  

Quote Requests now included Assists monitoring system providers and ISVs Verify compliance with 
Pre-Neg rules. In addition, some outstanding issues have been 
addressed and are detailed within this document. 

Other  Outstanding issues have been addressed and are detailed within this 
document. 

FIX Market Data  

Other  Outstanding issues have been addressed and are detailed within this 
document. 

Multicast Data Protocol  

Other  Outstanding issues have been addressed and are detailed within this 
document. 
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3 Detailed list of changes 

The improvements made are grouped by the area affected. Where an improvement affects more than one area, it is listed in all areas. 

3.1 Functional Trading enhancements 

The trading functionality of ASX 24 NTP is described in ASX 24 Trading Platform, Bank Bill Butterflies, User Defined Combinations and NTP Consideration for 
Clearers guides. These guides will be updated in early August 2017. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5602  Interactive Packs and Bundles  The following improvements are made to Packs and Bundles functionality:  

 Enable the implied-in functionality for Packs and Bundles in the SFE market. 

 List packs and bundles for the NZ market, with implied-in functionality enabled. 

5251 Order priority in an UDC with a common leg is resolved by 
the UDC creation time  

Order priority in a UDC is based on time.  

3.2 Administration and Risk Terminal 

The features of the Administration and Risk Terminal (ART) are described in the ART User Guide. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have been 
updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5166 Attempting to delete an enabled account in the 
Administration and Risk Terminal (ART) caused the account 
to disappear from the list until the tab was closed and 
reopened. 

The delete menu is now disabled for enabled accounts to prevent this occurring. 

5504  Asian characters can be entered in passwords. This is no longer supported, in keeping with ASX password policy.  
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5443 Export of user data  User data can now be exported using the Administration and Risk Terminal – see 
user guide for details 

3.2.1 Pre Trade Risk Management (PTRM) 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5443 Exporting PTRM limits  PTRM limits can now be exported in CSV format in the same format as import files, 
using the Administration and Risk Terminal  

5486  PTRM limits at individual contract level  The ability to set PTRM limits at an individual contract level for long net, short net 
and maximum order parameters. This is in addition to the ability to set limits at a 
product level.  

5615 There is an unclear error message when option orders are 
rejected in order books with PTRM limits at zero  

The error message has been enhanced to describe the reason for the rejection. 

3.2.2 Trading Protection Limits (TPL) 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5678  Auction Indicative Equilibrium Price added to Trading 
Protection Limit validation rules. 

TPL reference price will more accurately reflect market pricing making TPL a more 
effective mechanism during the auction period. 

5311 Prevention entry of orders in specified products A new setting has been added to Trading Protection Limits (TPL) to prevent order 
entry in specified products. 
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3.3 ASX Trading Terminal 

The features of the ASX Trading Terminal (ATT) are described in the ATT User Guide. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have been updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5591  When attempting to cancel orders from a watchlist, orders in 
SOGs that the user submitting the request owned were not 
cancelled. 

Orders in SOGs owned by the submitter of the request are cancelled as expected. 

4621 Enhancement to disable Cancel all Orders  button in 
watchlists, and disable it by default  

The Cancel all Orders for Instruments in Watchlist button is now disabled by default. 
It can be enabled in preferences.  

5574  Display of Clearing Account in My Orders screen  Clearing Account is now available for display in the My Order view in the ASX 
Trading Terminal  

5583, 
5594, 
5584, 
5587 

Enhanced mass cancellation functionality in ATT  The cancellation of orders via ASX Trading Terminal has been enhanced to enable 
shared order groups to be utilised in selecting the orders to be cancelled – please 
refer to updated guide. 

5508  An invalid or non-existent shared order group could be 
entered when placing an order. 

Order entry with an invalid SOGs is now rejected.  

4723 Market to Limit order type label changed  The name of the order type Market to Level has been changed to Market to Limit  

5004 Removal of peg-related columns  Peg Cap Price, Peg Market Place and Peg Offset are now removed from My Orders, 
My Orders Ticker, Find Active Orders and Order History views. ASX does not support 
pegged orders in NTP. 

5534  When a super user cancelled orders for a specified user, 
resting SOG orders entered by the super user were also 
cancelled.  

Only orders for the selected user will be removed.  

5221 Watchlists to automatically add and remove instruments 
based on selection criteria 

A new type of watchlist is available that populates the instruments within it based 
on product codes and instrument types. 

As the instruments are newly listed or expire, the list is automatically updated. 
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5504  Asian characters can be entered in passwords. This is no longer supported, in keeping with ASX password policy.  

5615 There is an unclear error message when option orders are 
rejected in order books with PTRM limits at zero  

The error message has been enhanced to describe the reason for the rejection. 

3.4 FIX Order Entry 

The features of the FIX Order Entry service are described in the FIX Order Entry Specification. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have been 
updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

4981, 
4980 

The following reference data messages are accepted and 
processed: 

 DerivativeSecurityListRequest (z) 

 SecurityListRequest (x) 

 MarketDefinitionRequest(BT) 

These messages are now rejected. Please use FIX MD for reference data requests. 

5145 The OrderCancelReject (9) message that rejects a 
modification or cancellation of an order in a state that does 
allow modifications does not accurately describe the reason 
for the rejection. 

The CxlRejReason (102) has a new value to indicate the reason and Text (58) 
accurately describes the reason for rejection. 

4209 Orders with OrdType (40) values not supported by the ASX 
are rejected with an unclear message. 

The reject message has been enhanced to accurately describe the reason for the 
rejection. 

4794 Orders and amends with a TimeInForce other than Good till 
date (59=6), and ExpireDate (432) or ExpireTime (126) set are 
incorrectly accepted. 

These orders and amends are now rejected. 

4272 Orders with invalid MatchAttribValue (1627), used for UCP 
key, are rejected with an unclear message. 

The reject message accurately describes the reason for rejection. 
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5093 A QuoteRequest (R) with a decimal value in OrderQty (38) is 
incorrectly accepted 

The message is now rejected. 

4407 The OrderCancelReject (9) message rejecting an attempt to 
cancel an order that had been rejected incorrectly indicates 
that the order had an invalid order quantity. 

The rejection message now describes the order rejected as an unknown order.  

5566  Enhanced FIX Order Entry recovery  Each FIX Order Entry server is now replicated at both the ALC and ASX Disaster 
Recovery centre. This provides for quicker re-establishment of service if a FIX OE 
server fails at the ALC. 

See the NTP Failover and Recovery Guide for more details. 

3993 Attempting to enter an order in an order book for an expired 
instrument resulted in a misleading error message. 

The error message now accurately describes the reason for rejection. 

4361 A new order or amend that incorrectly specifies an ExecInst 
(18) value not supported by ASX (but a valid FIX value) is 
rejected with a Reject (3) message. 

A new order is now rejected with an ExecutionReport (8), and amend rejected with 
an OrderCancelReject (9). 

  Description of ExpireTime (126). Clarification of when an order with ExpireTime (126) set will expire. 

4823  An order amend rejected due to breaching Trading 
Protection Limits (TPL) is rejected with an OrderCancelReject 
(9) containing a CxlRejReason of Broker/Exchange option 
(102=2). 

This is now rejected with a CxlRejReason of Price exceeds current price band 
(102=8). 

4963  Entering a new order with an SOG id that the user is not 
permissioned to see results in a misleading error message. 

The error message now states that the SOG and order book combination is not valid  

4816 A new order rejected due to breaching Trading Protection 
Limits (TPL) is rejected with an ExecutionReport (8) 
containing an OrdRejReason of Unknown order (103=5). 

This is now rejected with an OrdRejReason of Order exceeds limit (103=3). 

5154 If a trade is busted on a partially filled SOG order, the 
response to the OrderMassStatus (AF) request could report 
an incorrect CumQty (14). 

ExecutionReport (8) now reports the correct CumQty (14). 
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5504  Asian characters can be entered in passwords. This is no longer supported, in keeping with ASX password policy.  

5342 Messages missing MsgType (35) cause the session to be 
logged out. 

Messages omitting MsgType (35) are now handled as garbled messages. The 
session will remain logged on. 

5420  Under certain circumstances, a Logon (A) message omitting 
Username (553) and Password (554) tags is rejected with a 
Logout (5) message that referred to sequence number issues. 

The Logout (5) message now advises of the missing tags. 

5344 The FIX server does send a message prior to disconnecting a 
client that has not responded to a TestRequest (1) message. 

A Logout (5) message is now sent prior to disconnection. 

5357 A message with invalid SendingTime (52) is incorrectly 
accepted. 

The message is rejected and the session logged out.  

3882  InstrumentScopeSecurityGroup (1545) contains the wrong 
value in PartyLimitRiskReport (CM) message. 

The correct product code is transmitted. 

5002 A ResendRequest (2) received while another is being 
processed, including ones triggered by 
NextExpectedMsgSeqNum (789) handling, cause ASX to 
disconnect the session. 

The session will remain connected if a ResendRequest (2) request is received while 
another is being processed. If the ResendRequest (2) can extend the range currently 
being processed, it will be honoured. If the ResendRequest (2) cannot be satisfied it 
will be rejected. 

5365 When successfully logging in with a higher than expected 
sequence number with no NextExpectedMsgSeqNum (789), 
the server issued a BusinessMessageReject (j) message that 
rejected the Logon (A) message. Session remains connected. 

The BusinessMessageReject (j) message is no longer issued in this case. 

5316 The sequence number of a SequenceReset (4) message that 
is rejected increments the message sequence number. 

The rejected SequenceReset (4) message no longer increments the sequence 
number. This ensures that no valid messages are missed, as per FIX Protocol 
specification  

5638 Removal of Contra Clearing Firm  The Party Role value of Contra Clearing Firm (452=18) will no longer be transmitted 
in ExecutionReport (8) and TradeCaptureReport (AE) messages. The specification 
documents have been updated. 
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5377 A ResendRequest (2) message with a sequence number 
higher than expected is incorrectly processed. 

A BusinessMessageReject (j) is now sent to advise the client that the message is 
out-of-sequence. 

5381 A ResendRequest (2) message with lower sequence number 
than expected is incorrectly processed  

The session is terminated as per FIX Protocol specification. 

5615 There is an unclear error message when option orders are 
rejected in order books with PTRM limits at zero  

The error message has been enhanced to describe the reason for the rejection. 

5693 Rapid modification of a cancelled order, typically where the 
acknowledgement for the prior modification has not been 
received, could be rejected with a Reject (3) message. 

Amends are rejected with an ExecutionReport (8) indicating that the order id is not 
valid. 

3.5 FIX Market Data 

The features of the FIX Market Data service are described in the FIX Market Data Specification. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have been 
updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5399  MarketDataIncrementalRefresh (X) messages could be 
received for expired instruments where there had been no 
dissemination of reference data for that business date. 

A reference data message for the instrument in the MarketDataIncrementalRefresh 
(X) message will be disseminated prior to the X message. Reference data is typically 
distributed at the start of the business date or when the subscription starts. 

3987  A MarketDataRequest (V) message with a negative value for 
MarketDepth (264) is incorrectly accepted. 

This message is now rejected.  

5213 Non-tradeable top-level products (e.g. IR) are sent out in 
SecurityStatus (f) messages. 

SecurityStatus (f) messages are no longer sent for non-tradeable top-level products. 

5528  Prior Day Settlement price is published for contracts that are 
not yet valid for trading in the current trade date. 

Prior Day Settlement price is no longer published for contracts that are to be made 
available in the future. 

4749 An RFQRequest (AH) message is incorrectly rejected with a 
QuoteRequestReject (AG) message. 

RFQRequest (AH) messages are now rejected with a BusinessMessageReject (j) as 
per FIX Protocol specification. 
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

4789 An RFQRequest (AH) with SecurityID (48) and Symbol (55) 
present but not set to [N/A] is incorrectly accepted. 

The RFQRequest (AH) message is rejected. 

5438  Open Interest and Traded Volume returned for 
MarketDataRequest (V) subscriptions that do not contain 
MDEntryTypes of Open Interest or Traded Volume (269=C or 
B). 

Open Interest is now only returned for MarketDataRequest (V) subscriptions that 
contain the MDEntryType (269=C) 

Traded Volume is returned for MarketDataRequest (V) subscriptions that contain 
the MDEntryType (269=B) and also the MDEntryType for Open Interest (269=C). 
Traded volume is needed to accurately describe VOI. 

5256  Volatility (1188) and PriceDelta (811) are returned in 
MarketDataIncremenalRefresh (X) messages for 
MDEntryTypes of bid and offers (269=0 or 269=1), but not for 
Settlement Price or Prior Settlement Price (269=6 or 269=M). 

Volatility (1188) and PriceDelta (811) are returned in MarketDataIncremenalRefresh 
(X) messages for MDEntryTypes of Settlement Price or Prior Settlement Price 
(269=6 or 269=M). 

5504  Asian characters can be entered in passwords. This is no longer supported, in keeping with ASX password policy.  

3979  Text (58) is not supplied in TradingSessionState (h) messages. Text (58) is now provided  

3898 Text (58) is not supplied in SecurityStatus (f) messages. Text (58) is now provided  

5342 Messages missing MsgType (35) cause the session to be 
logged out. 

Messages omitting MsgType (35) are now handled as garbled messages. The 
session will remain logged on. 

5420  Under certain circumstances, a Logon (A) message omitting 
Username (553) and Password (554) tags is rejected with a 
Logout (5) message that referred to sequence number issues. 

The Logout (5) message now advises of the missing tags. 

5344 The FIX server does send a message prior to disconnecting a 
client that has not responded to a TestRequest (1) message. 

A Logout (5) message is now sent prior to disconnection. 

5357 A message with invalid SendingTime (52) is incorrectly 
accepted. 

The message is rejected and the session logged out.  
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3.6 FIX Drop Copy 

The features of the FIX Drop Copy service are described in the FIX Drop Copy Specification. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have been updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

4981, 
4980 

The following reference data messages are accepted and 
processed: 

 DerivativeSecurityListRequest (z) 

 SecurityListRequest (x) 

 MarketDefinitionRequest(BT) 

These messages are now rejected. Please use FIX MD for reference data requests. 

5504  Asian characters can be entered in passwords. This is no longer supported, in keeping with ASX password policy.  

5611 Dissemination of QuoteRequest (R) messages in Drop Copy Accepted QuoteRequest (R) message are now disseminated on the FIX Drop Copy 
connection 

4935 TradeCaptureReport (AE) messages are not being returned 
for trades bust within the time period specified in the 
TradeCaptureReportRequest (AD) message. 

TradeCaptureReport (AE) messages are returned for bust trades. 

5342 Messages missing MsgType (35) cause the session to be 
logged out. 

Messages omitting MsgType (35) are now handled as garbled messages. The 
session will remain logged on. 

5420  Under certain circumstances, a Logon (A) message omitting 
Username (553) and Password (554) tags is rejected with a 
Logout (5) message that referred to sequence number issues. 

The Logout (5) message now advises of the missing tags. 

5344 The FIX server does send a message prior to disconnecting a 
client that has not responded to a TestRequest (1) message. 

A Logout (5) message is now sent prior to disconnection. 

5357 A message with invalid SendingTime (52) is incorrectly 
accepted. 

The message is rejected and the session logged out.  

3882  InstrumentScopeSecurityGroup (1545) contains the wrong 
value in PartyLimitRiskReport (CM) message. 

The correct product code is transmitted. 
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5002 A ResendRequest (2) received while another is being 
processed, including ones triggered by 
NextExpectedMsgSeqNum (789) handling, cause ASX to 
disconnect the session. 

The session will remain connected if a ResendRequest (2) request is received while 
another is being processed. If the ResendRequest (2) can extend the range currently 
being processed, it will be honoured. If the ResendRequest (2) cannot be satisfied it 
will be rejected. 

5365 When successfully logging in with a higher than expected 
sequence number with no NextExpectedMsgSeqNum (789), 
the server issued a BusinessMessageReject (j) message that 
rejected the Logon (A) message. Session remains connected. 

The BusinessMessageReject (j) message is no longer issued in this case. 

5316 The sequence number of a SequenceReset (4) message that 
is rejected increments the message sequence number. 

The rejected SequenceReset (4) message no longer increments the sequence 
number. This ensures that no valid messages are missed, as per FIX Protocol 
specification  

5638 Removal of Contra Clearing Firm  The Party Role value of Contra Clearing Firm (452=18) will no longer be transmitted 
in ExecutionReport (8) and TradeCaptureReport (AE) messages. The specification 
documents have been updated. 

5377 A ResendRequest (2) message with a sequence number 
higher than expected is incorrectly processed. 

A BusinessMessageReject (j) is now sent to advise the client that the message is 
out-of-sequence. 

5381 A ResendRequest (2) message with lower sequence number 
than expected is incorrectly processed  

The session is terminated as per FIX Protocol specification. 

3.7 Market Data Protocol – Multicast and Blink 

The features of the Market Data Protocol service are described in the Market Data Protocol Specification. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have 
been updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

2442  Surplus Equilibrium Price (Z) message with zeroed out values 
is sent after a trade halt is lifted from a contract. 

The surplus message is no longer sent.  
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ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

5321 When a contract was halted for regulatory reasons, the type 
of the order book state message (O) was not always R. 

Order book state (O) messages will always contain a type of R when a contract is 
halted for regulatory reasons. 

5528  Prior Day Settlement price is published for contracts that are 
not yet valid for trading in the current trade date. 

Prior Day Settlement price is no longer published for contracts that are to be made 
available in the future. 

3.8 Market Data Protocol – Glance 

The features of the Market Data Protocol service are described in the Market Data Protocol Specification. Any new features pertaining to the Service Release have 
been updated. 

ASX Ref # Item Resolution/Enhancement 

4593 Incorrect Trade Date for AOT/ETR message (W) is published 
when Glance is performed between Close and Next Open 
state. 

The correct trade date is now published. 

4513 If a LoginRequestPacket is sent with incorrect credentials, the 
LoginRejectPacket does not accurately identify the reason for 
the reject of the login. 

The reject accurately describes the reason for rejection. 

5192 The MDP Glance server does not send heartbeats when it is 
not sending data. 

Heartbeats are now sent during periods of inactivity. 

5504  Asian characters can be entered in passwords. This is no longer supported, in keeping with ASX password policy.  

5321 When a contract was halted for regulatory reasons, the type 
of the order book state message (O) was not always R. 

Order book state (O) messages will always contain a type of R when a contract is 
halted for regulatory reasons. 
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